Censored TELE4363 exam questions from 2004

Consider a X that is subjected to Y. Describe the Z of the X ... Assume that: A, B, C  
(15 marks)
Describe ... how X can help Y.  
(8 marks)
Describe one mechanism that can be used for X.  
(3 marks)
Describe another mechanism (different from your answer to part [above]) that can be 
used for X.  
(2 marks)
Describe how X can be used to improve Y.  
(5 marks)
Describe one context in which X cannot Y.  
(5 marks)
How does X affect Y?  
(5 marks)
Show how X can occur [in example]  
(5 marks)
Two approaches to X are by Y, and Z. Discuss the relative merits of these two 
approaches.  
(10 marks)
What are the advantages of X over just Y?  
(5 marks)
What is the basic reason why X when Y?  
(5 marks)
What is the difference between X and Y?  
(5 marks)
What is X, and why do Y use this technique?  
(5 marks)
What unique characteristic of X distinguishes them from Y?  
(5 marks)
What were X, and how does Y?  
(10 marks)
Why is it that X is often Y?  
(5 marks)
Why is X more important in Y than in Z?  
(2 marks)